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The mosques are our barracks, 

The domes our helmets, 

The minarets our bayonets, 

And the faithful our soldiers… 

Poem by Recep Tayyip Erdogan  

 

 

 The disgraceful fracas over the European Commission's proposal to grant visa-free travel 

to75 million Turks inside the Schengen area proves beyond any doubt the real worth of our 

European «leaders» beginning with no other than Germany's Frau Merkel.  

 With the European dis-Union on the verge of a ignominious retreat, no rational pundit -- or 

bookmaker for that matter -- would put the collective value of our present European «leadership 

group» above a few petty euro cents. The entire European mandarinate, led by the German 

chancellor, has simply cowered in the face of Turkey's government, the Islamist president 

Erdogan, threatening to unleash millions of unwanted Moslem illegal immigrants upon Europe 

unless Europe's «leaders» kowtow to Turkish demands. Subverted by the Four Ms -- Merkel's 

Moslems & Merkel's Madness -- that emerged in the summer of 2015, Europe is now prostrate 

before Erdogan's criminal whims and fundamentalist Islamic threats. 

 «Pragmatists,» like this one, would undoubtedly rush to salute this unprecedented European 

surrender as the «right thing» to do under the dire Four M circumstances. But what many politicians 

call pragmatism is often synonymous with treachery and cowardice. In the 1930s, it was 

pragmatism, i.e. fear of fighting a war against Nazism, that propelled Britain and France to grovel in 
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appeasement of Adolf Hitler. We all know (hopefully) what followed that elegant exercise of 

«diplomacy» by the then Great Powers of Europe. 

 Europe's prostration before the Ankara sultan today displays all the familiar characteristics 

of the «policies» that led to the suicidal Munich agreement that allowed Hitler a free hand in 

crushing Czechoslovakia en route to destroying Poland. That «pragmatic» play did not save its 

proponents either. In a swift Blitzkrieg campaign, after dispatching Poland, Hitler swept through 

Western Europe practically unopposed. 

 Today, Turkey's self-appointed sultan needs no tanks and armies. He possesses two crushing 

strategic advantages: Turkey's geographic position and Europe's mortal fear of a sociopolitical 

disaster in the hands of millions of Moslems pushing through its borders in a repeat of invasions we 

thought we had relegated to history books. A mixed bag of legitimate refugees, swarms of economic 

illegal immigrants from basket case countries, and Islamic terrorists, Erdogan's army of desperadoes 

already demonstrated last summer how easy it is to unhinge European societies with just one small 

filthy push. 

 The sultan, meantime, has suddenly ousted his prime minister, the sly, deceptively smiling, 

Davutoglu, architect of the controversial deal between Brussels and Ankara to control illegal 

immigration. Davutoglu has fallen victim to the sultan's expanding desire to establish and cement 

his «all-in-one» rule en route to turning Turkey into an Islamic republic. Although nobody in his 

right (Western) mind would mourn Davutoglu's ouster, his defenestration proves that the sultan is 

more than willing to push his undeclared war on Europe to extremes. Erdogan has already lashed 

out at the EdU demands for key adjustments of Turkish laws and practices before visa-free travel 

may be granted, in a telling public demonstration of his megalomaniac delusions.  

 Resistance to EdU's surrender to Turkish blackmail is increasing, however. Euro-

parliamentarians, an otherwise inconsequential lot overall, are nevertheless hoisting the banner of 

revolt against the European Commission's pleas for Turkey to block the illegal immigrant throngs 

(which, among others, also carries a hefty economic price).  

 Since any deal on the visa-free issue requires a positive vote by the European Parliament 

plenary, senior parliamentarians have announced there can be no deal if Turkey refuses to complete 

the EdU technical requirements for the agreement to go through. Erdogan's extortionist gymnastics, 

meantime, is apparently giving ideas to other major sources of illegal immigrants heading for 

Europe. The can of worms is open. 

 As for Greece, she stands again to end up holding the short end of the stick, deal or no deal. 

Caught in the genocidal game of her lenders, she is already bankrupt, struggling with an eviscerated 

economy, on top of having become the cesspit of Europe «hosting» the leftovers of last year's Four 

M season -- some 50,000 plus souls. With violence and frustration increasing among the unwanted 
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«visitors,» and with her northern border hermetically sealed by her neighbors, with EdU approval 

and assistance, Greece may soon descend into new lethal depths.  

 In case that the Turkey deal falls through, Greek officials hope that because of the northern 

border closure the overwhelming Four M season won't be repeated this summer. The «best case» 

scenario involves lesser illegal immigrant flows which, nevertheless, will further increase pressure 

on scant Greek resources and increase the threat of violence and the spread of disease, especially in 

the Greek island country facing the Anatolian coast. 

 Are there alternatives to the disgraceful visa-free scheme? There are always alternatives to 

«pragmatism» ala Europe -- but they require amounts of backbone and determination that the EdU 

does not have and has no chance in freezing hell of developing on such short notice. Hence, chaos 

may follow. 


